
Year Year when the storm of Tropical Storm (TS) intensity or greater formed or entered into the responsible area of

RSMC Tokyo-Typhoon Center

International number ID Last two digits of calendar year followed by 2-digit serial  number ID of the storm of Tropical Storm (TS)

intensity or  greater

Flag of modification, addition or elimination 1：Modification

2：Addition

3：Elimination

Flag of header or data line 1：Header line

2：Data line

Time(UTC) blank：Case of Header line

yyyymmddhh (UTC)：Time of analysis (Case of Data line)

Flag of data category blank：Case of addition or elimination

H01：Modification of "Indicator" (Header Line for Each tropical Cyclone)

H02：Modification of "International number ID"

H03：Modification of "Number of data lines"

H04：Modification of "Tropical cyclone number ID"

H05：Modification of "International number ID"

H06：Modification of "Flag of the last data line"

H07：Modification of "Difference between the time of the last data and the time of  the final analysis"

H08：Modification of "Name of the storm"

D01：Not used

D02：Modification of "Indicator" (Data Lines)

D03：Modification of "Grade"

D04：Modification of "Latitude of the center"

D05：Modification of "Longitude of the center"

D06：Modification of "Central pressure"

D07：Modification of "Maximum sustained wind speed"

D08：Modification of "Direction of the longest radius of 50kt winds or greater"

D09：Modification of "The longest radius of 50kt winds or greater"

D10：Modification of "The shortest radius of 50kt winds or greater"

D11：Modification of "Direction of the longest radius of 30kt winds or greater"

D12：Modification of "The longest radius of 30kt winds or greater"

D13：Modification of "The shortest radius of 30kt winds or greater"

D14：Modification of "Indicator of landfall or passage"

Before modification Case of modification：A data which was recorded before modification

Case of addition : blank

Case of elimination : A data line which was recored before elimination

After modification Case of modification : A data which is recorded after modification

Case of addition : A data line which is recored after addition

Case of elimination : blank

With or without modification of graphics 0：Without modification of graphics

1：With modification of graphics

Date of revision Date of revision, yyyymmdd (UTC)


